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model was up 0.87% . Model 8 was up 1.78%,
earning 0.91% above its benchmark after all fees.
Again, the largest contributors to performance
here were our top bond fund and two of our best-
performing US equity funds .

Model 14
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 3.47%
YTD Benchmark Return: 3.41%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +0.06%
Top Exposures: US Stocks(51%),Intl Stocks(43%)

Finally, Model 14, our most aggressive portfolio,
invests in five risky assets (US Stocks, Euro, Pacific,
EM, and Commodities). Its benchmark is up 3.41%
YTD, which Model 14 exceeded by 0.06% after
fees. The top three performers here were the
three domestic stock funds mentioned at the
beginning of this letter .

We are very pleased with 2018 performance. Our
top stock fund, primarily US- focused, is up nearly
20% in a market earning just over 10%. Our lowest
performer invests primarily in EM and lost 4.5% in a
market losing about 8%. The ability of our funds
managers to add value in both strong and weak
markets explains our success with these diversified
models. Net-of-fee return over benchmark spans
from -0.30% to +1.41%, with all but one model
adding value.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Every investment program has the potential for loss as well as profit. Results are shown net of fees and expenses and assume the 
reinvestment of all earnings. Comparisons to benchmarks are for informational purposes only. A particular model portfolio may be subject to greater risk and/or volatility than its relevant 
benchmark. Cape Ann Capital’s annual fee of 0.65% is applied to model returns. Model returns would be higher for clients with portfolios larger than $1 million since they pay a lower fee rate. 
Cape Ann Capital’s fee is not debited from benchmark returns. Results are pro-forma; as such they reflect models as currently constructed. Cape Ann Capital reviews its models once a year. 

Markets Recap
Through Q3, US Stocks marched to double-digit
returns, while their overseas counterparts languish
in negative territory. US Cash yielded modest
returns as rates and inflation accelerated, while
diversifiers like US Bonds and Commodities sank.

Q3 Report Card
Year-to-date returns for the eighteen mutual funds
on our buy list range from +19.47% to -4.55%.
Most of our funds outperformed their benchmarks
by comfortable margins.

Our top three funds earned 19.47 %, 12.83 % and
12.33 %. These funds invest primarily in domestic
stocks and handily outperformed the 10.52%
return of US Stocks. Our bottom two funds were
down 4.49% and 4.55%. These funds invest
primarily in emerging markets and outperformed
the -8.95% return posted by EM Stocks. All five of

our bond funds outperformed US Bonds, which lost
1.69%. Our top bond fund earned 2.61% YTD.

In the remainder of this letter we focus on three of
our fourteen diversified model portfolios. The
performance of each model is benchmarked
against a blend of the seven major asset classes,
the returns of which are shown in the Asset Class
Return chart to the left.

Model 2
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 0.85%
YTD Benchmark Return: 0.64%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +0.21%
Top Exposures: US Cash (67%), US Bonds (23%)

Model 2, made up of 90% safe assets (cash and
bonds) returned 0.85% after all fees, which was
0.21% better than its passive benchmark after all
fees . The three funds contributing the most to the
performance of Model 2 were our top performing
bond fund and two top -performing US stock funds.

Model 8
YTD Net of Fee Rtn: 1.78%
YTD Benchmark Return: 0.87%
YTD Value Added (or Lost): +0.91%
Top Exposures: US Bonds (45%), US Stocks (26%)

Model 8 targets a roughly 50/50 balance between
safe assets (bonds) and risky assets (stocks and
commodities) . The passive benchmark for this
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